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Abstract

Quality of lectures and possibility for students after graduation, which is related to that is significantly dependent on level of closeness to the current techniques and technological practice. Along with the excursion to the specialized companies has important role the possibility to get known better with studied technique andtechnologies through models. Models could be physical or mathematical. The new type of models is introduced in this paper. It is so called parallel model. This model conveniently combines the advantages of both types of models mentioned above. In this paper is the parallel pedagogical model represented by technology of control of the oxygen converters in steelmaking factory. The correct physical realization of the pedagogical models of some technologies, for example steelmaking processes, cannot possibly include the real chemical and thermal processes, but it can represent precise all mechanical operations. These and others necessary technological operations can have parallel realization in the mathematical form in computer. Computer provides synchronous parallel operation of both models and through computer visualization significantly increases pedagogical value of otherwise irreplaceable physical model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Each subject of study has it's the specifics. Specializations that are linked to metallurgy are characterized by extremely huge technological aggregates and extensive technological units, which usually work with products of high temperatures while consuming extremely large amounts of energy. Now the diversity and complexity of these technologies requires for their control to exercise deep knowledge of the processes that run through them. They appear here demanding mechanical operations, which are accompanied by complex chemical and physical plots.

Students should be familiar in detail with these units both through field trips and practice, as well as using models that were used in the teaching process in the laboratories of the school. The nowadays trend, which significantly helped rapid development of computer technology, represents an effort on modelling and
simulation of metallurgical as well as other technologies on computers with support for various simulation programs. This trend is of vital importance in research, but in terms of understanding the work of individual metallurgical aggregates would be more appropriate physical models, for their physical clarity. Our experience shows that students remember more experiments on physically existing facilities than the simulation results.

But most of metallurgical processes is of such a nature that it is impossible their realization in the form of complex physical models of teaching, and therefore the idea to create a qualitatively different type of models that have been identified as the so-called parallel models. These can be combined and how the benefits of physical models (clarity) and mathematical models that are implemented by a computer program.

The exact physical implementation of most of pedagogical models of metallurgical technologies can include real chemical and thermal processes, but rather can closely mimic the basic mechanical operation, which senses the students perceived most intensely. These mechanical operations here due to synchronization in parallel running around on the computer, but are supplemented by the necessary technological processes (in mathematical form), which cannot be implemented due to technical reasons by the physical model. The computer then provides synchronous parallel operation of both models by means of computer visualization significantly improves the educational value of otherwise irreplaceable physical model.

To demonstrate the application of parallel pedagogical model was selected control technologies oxygen converter steel plant (LD technology).

2. OPERATING PRINCIPLE OF THE PARALLEL PEDAGOGICAL MODEL

The principle of work of parallel pedagogical models is synchronous parallel operation of the model implemented physically reducing metallurgical or other technology or unit, and expansions in form of a mathematical model which allows to calculate and through simulations with cooperation of visualizations they effectively represent the instantaneous state of the modelled device. As an example, the parallel pedagogical model of steelmaking using LD process can be used (see Figure1).
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**Fig. 1** The principle of parallel pedagogical model (Example of the LD process)

Figure 2 shows a general scheme of parallel pedagogical model. This can be vertically divided into the physical area, presented its own reduced model of physical process, which is interesting of the real possibility of monitoring the work of a physical model of the process. From the point of an observer (a student). This area also includes an interface that enables mutual data communication between the physical model and computer. The second area is the area computer model visualization process. Includes reduced mathematical model of process 1, which is a true mathematical copy of mechanical parts and processes of
the physical model and expanded mathematical model of the process 2, which simulates the real process aggregates that is not

can be implemented in a reduced physical model (this includes, for example, high-technological processes of iron, steel and hot forming processes). Results obtained with the reduced and the extended mathematical models of the process are handled and a time-synchronized and visualized with an appropriate graphical output device of computers. Here the synchronization means that the results of calculations on computer models are passed through a suitable interface to the actuators (mostly actuators) of the physical model. In some cases, certain data from the physical model sensed and fed via an interface to a computer realizing the mathematical models. The goal of synchronization is to ensure absolute fidelity simulated visualization with real visual manifestations of the physical model. The concept of parallel teaching model is also based on the fact that the primary process is running on the computer simulations; the secondary is the behaviour of the physical model.

The third area we might call process control. It can be implemented using a computer (PC) or programmable logic controller (PLC).
The fourth area is a link to the model of the pedagogical process. It may therefore be called the area of the educational process. Based on giving the task under the guidance of their teacher students will think out a program on PC or PLC.

**The significance of individual variables in Figure 2:**

- $u_1^f$ - action variables for process control (digital outputs from a computer)
- $u_1^{if}$ - control variable for the process converted to an continuous signal (continuous inputs of actuators)
- $u_1^{m1}$ - control variable of the process as inputs of the reduced mathematical model 1
- $u_1^{m2}$ - control variable for process control as inputs of the reduced mathematical model 2
- $y_1^{if}$ - continuous outputs of the reduced physical model - real state of the process
- $y_1^{m1}$ - calculated outputs of the reduced mathematical model 1
- $y_1^{m2}$ - calculated outputs of the extended mathematical model 2
- $y_1^{pm}$ - processed outputs of the reduced and extended mathematical model 1+2
- $x_1^{fm}$ - transfer of necessary information between the physical and the mathematical models 1 (via interface)
- $x_2^{fm}$ - transfer of necessary information between the physical and the mathematical models 2 (via interface)

3. **MODEL OF THE OXYGEN CONVERTER**

The production process in the oxygen converter using the LD process is a complex technological task, in which you have seen the synthesis of mechanical, thermal and mainly chemical processes. Roughly speaking, the input for batch production of steel is usually composed of steel scrap, molten iron with a high content of carbon and other elements (made in blast furnaces), and various additives. The aim of the production process in an oxygen converter is to reduce the carbon to the specified value, remove unwanted elements and eventually enrich the steel of other necessary elements (depending on the desired type of steel). In addition to the ingredients, which are deducted from the final chemical composition of the steel, the principle of converting iron into steel using the LD process based on the oxidation of the melting by technically pure oxygen fed under pressure over the bath by the cooled working nozzle (oxygen lance). Here, there is a vigorous chemical reaction accompanied by the development of gas and heat.

In terms of automation of the steelmaking process implementation of the pedagogical model we can simply divide the different operations into three parts:

1. Supply converter by necessary inputs, which includes handling processes of charge-mechanical angle converter, transport and insertion into the converter.
2. The process of its own steel production - working nozzle height control (or control the amount of oxygen blown).
3. Tapping and pouring steel slag - mechanical steering angle converter.

The principle function of the parallel pedagogical model can be expected that the mechanical operation of landfill, positioning the converter to basic working position and casting will be realized also by the physical model, the chemical and thermal processes just through the model on a computer. The instantaneous state of the process is visualized with details on the PC. On the computer can be generated additional effects such as sound and light effects associated with different phases of the process. These can be of applied on the physical model.
4. THE SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROCESS WITH PARALLEL PEDAGOGICAL MODEL

The physical oxygen converter model was produced under the project SP 2014/81 and his picture is on the left in Figure 1. It allows positioning of the converter itself and the control of positions of the working nozzle. As actuators miniature multi-turn actuators are used.

Within the project the computer program simulating the process of making steel with graphical visualization simultaneously controls the actuators of the physical model was developed (see Figure 3). For the realization of models have been used algorithms based on the literature [1] to [6]. Whereas it is a pedagogical model, the transport of a charge from the store to input of the converter was implemented using a robotic hand (students must be referred that in fact it is not a real solution, which is in practice carried out using high-capacity overhead cranes).
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**Fig. 3** Design of the tutorial of the converter control and robot operator

The program not only includes models of the converter with the visualisation, but is equipped with a simplified programming language for controlling the position of the converter as a working nozzle and the utility for control the robot with spatial visualization. Program allows students to detect errors in computer simulations (for example bad positions of the robotic arm are indicated). Furthermore, it allows custom motion control of the converter and nozzle, as well as motion control of individual robot arm and the clamp in the process of transporting charge.

5. CONCLUSION

In the range of the project SP 2014/81 was created parallel educational model in oxygen steelmaking converter, which can be extended to a wide range of metallurgical technologies for which there is already a physical model. The indisputable advantage of parallel pedagogical model is a multiple increase options and clearness comparing to physical or mathematical models using separately. The PC in which the model is
implemented enables easy implementation of control algorithms. However, it is possible to use for the control of specialized equipment such as PLC, allowing 'own' pedagogical process even closer technical practice.

Although within the same project were solved the pedagogical tasks relating with economy of steelworks, based on the literature [7] and [8].
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